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Troubadors Present Sandburg
"The World of Carl Sandburg", a staged presentation
of the poetry, prose and folksongs by the famous Pulitzer
Prize winner, will be presented March 24 by the touring
theatrical company, the Kaleidoscope Players.

Final E ections
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Jeff LeVeque is 21 years old,

The University of Puget Sound,

My reasons for wanting to

a senior from Tacoma. His majors
are history and French; his min-

like many small schools, has its
growing pains. These pains cause
cries of "apathy," "disinterest,"

be the next ASB President at
the University of Puget Sound
are two-fold: as you will see in

and "rotten administration." Such
cries are unnecessary: what we

my following answers, I feel as

or, Business Administration. Upon graduation he plans to travel
then enter graduate school.

It is the duty of the executive officers of the student body
to tap student opinion and stimulate controversy for improvement's sake. As president I
would do this through increased
means of communication directly
with our students. I would schedule speaking and debate engagements by the ASB officers to the
student body and at club, dorm,
and living group gatherings. I
would encourage stsudent participation in all forms of student
government and delegate responsibility to all segments of the
campus. I would use my office
to increase culture excellence at
UPS.

need is action from the Student
Body government. That is why
I am running.
The answer I submit may seem
somewhat ridiculous but it is
based on the idea that the job
of Student Body President requires a person of many talents.
I have been or am now a laborer,
gardener, landscape artist, dishwasher, pizza maker, supply clerk,
message center chief, teacher, cryptographer, interpreter, teletype
operator, corn picker, cook, dry
goods clerk, switching center operator, chairman People-to-People program, personnel manager
of the Student Union building,
and a janitor.
The chief innovation I plan to
initiate is that of bringing the
Student Body Government out
from under its coat of anonymity
and of making it a recognizable
force in student life.
Other Programs:
Start a Student Book Fund to
provide cheap text books for
the students.
Improve communication between the student body and its
government, student body and
the administration, student
government and the administration, the student body and
the faculty, and the whole of
the Tacoma area with the University life.
Support all programs designed
to increase the faculty's influence in the administration.
Bring back the old traditions
or create new ones. For just as
customs and traditions give a
nation pride in itself so, too, do
they give a school pride.

(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 8)

I WHY RUNNING
Aside from the basic, selfish
reason, of personal improvement,
I want to be president because I
know I can do the best job and
I would like an opportunity to
express my personality in contribution to student government.

I QUALIFICATIONS?
I have been active in student government for the past three
years; the last two as a voting
member on the Central Board;
this year as delegate at large. I
have had budgeting and financial
experience this year as treasurerhouse manager of my fraternity.
I was co-chairman of the Fall
Leadership Conference at Hood
Canal.

though I have something to offer
the UPS Student Body, as I
also feel as though I will have
the opportunity to gain rewards
from the Student Body in working in the capacity of ASB President.
As to the past positions, offices or jobs that have prepared
me for the position of ASB
President, I feel as though these
are the ones that should be included: at the beginning of my
junior year, the UPS Administration appointed me to the position of Athletic Publicity Director for UPS sports; beginning
my freshman year, I worked my
way through the hierarchy of
the Interfraternity Council, holding the offices of IFC Second
Vice-President, IFC First VicePresident, and IFC President;
held the position of UPS Intramural Chairman during my sophomore year; and this past year
was the First Vice-President of
the UPS Student Body. One outside position that I hold, that
I feel lends to a strong qualification for being able to organize
and work with people is that of
American Legion Baseball Coach
in Shelton. For the past two summers, I have sold cars and trucks
for my father's agency in Shelton;
again a strong association with
people. But, the greatest qualif ication is the willingness to work.
I feel as though I have this qualification.
According to the ASB Constitution, the ASB President
presides over all ASB assemblies
and Central Board and has appointive powers to be used at his
own discretion in the expediency
(Continued on Page 6)

viable repuation for presenting exciting and unusual theatre. The
small company of five members,
including a folksinger, emphasize
the spoken word rather than elaborate stage trappings and lighting

ri exy Candidates Speak Out

JEFF LeVEQUE

The Players, who have now
toured their shows to more than
thirty states, are gaining an en-

KEN FOUST
N.C.: "Why do you want to be
the next ASB President?"
Foust: "As you know I am running for the too-often figurehead
Presidency of UPS. Both you and
I know that now is the time for
a man bold in thought and action
to enliven that presently mundane position. In my two-andone-half years on this campus I
have seldom seen truly decisive
actions taken by our student government."
This is a fine university which
could be made immeasureably
better if only the students were
aware of their importance. Furthermore, I believe the ASB
President is responsible for raising questions of merit and significance so that the entire student
body is motivated to unified
action.
I am running for President
because I believe in this university, and that forthright leadership can develop its untapped
potentials for true greatness. I
am convinced that today is the
time to undertake those projects
that will clearly and significantly
improve our campus - not for a
semester or a year, but for generations. How to do it?
Inter-student communication: Open
forum discussion
which has succeeded at many
outstanding schools.
Student-faculty communication: Open discussions on problems of the day.
Student-administration communication: For example, a hisemester financial report on the
resources of the school - well
drffling, anyone?
Student awareness program Such would enable us to
draw a better appraisal of our
position in campus, local, national and international affairs. This
would include S.N.C.C., Students
for Peace, etc.
(Continued on Page 6)

effects.

Lee Speich will be the featured
actress. Miss Speich has been featured in numerous off-Broadway
productions and recently toured
extensively in the title role in
"Auntie Mame." Actors Ian
Thomson and Sam Buck will appear in the production as will the
founder and manager of the cornpany, Bill Fegan. The rising
young actor and folksinger, Eric
Concklin, will participate in the
comedy proceedings and be responsible for the selections from
Sandburg's "American Songbag."
The show will be presented in
Jones Hall auditorium at 8 p.m.
under the sponsorship of Artists
and Lectures. Tickets may be obtained at the door: UPS students
75c, general public $1.25.

Women Vote for
AWS Officers
The final elections for the executive board of the AWS will be
held during the ASB election primaries March 11-12. The AWS
election will be conducted with
voting machines in Jones Hall.
All women students with an
ASB card should vote at this time.
The candidates for the office of
President are Vicki Brown and
Sue Schieber. In the Vice-Presidency race Caroline Loucks is
running unopposed, while Suzanne Scherdin and Jane Mitchell
will oppose each other in the secretarial contest.
Candy Aackerman, Mary Margaret Hillier and Gina Soule are
competing for the post of treasurer. Vying for the position of
publicity chairman are Candi
Chakirian, Karyl Krah and Kathy
Schiller while the social chairman
race finds Cathy Anderson, Sylvia
Davidson and Cookie Riutta competing. The most sought over post
is that of Student-Faculty relations. This race hosts Judy Nichols, Jan Nordlund, Jani Lund and
Sandy Schipps.

Candidates To
Entertain UPS
Ten UPS co-eds will be vying
for the five songleader positions
in next week's elections. The 10
finalists were chosen from 19
girls by a screening committee.
The finalists will turn out twice
in front of the student body. Candidates include: Georgia Buell,
Suzie Buell, Pegy Drake, Ann
Fowler, Jana Lau, Karen Mercer,
Pam Peabody, Sandy Shipps,
Lynda Snyder, and Liz Watson.
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Trail Makes Predictions on
Candidates for ASB Offices
The nervous smiles, the poster bedecked dining hall, the
'let's improve our university' spirit which has prevailed over the
campus these past few days means it's election time for the UPS
family in their Tudor Gothic home by the sea. Who will lead all
the children through the coming year? We don't know but we'd

By John Pierce

All professors are learned,
erudite and articulate creatures. They are omniscient.
Foreign films, like professors, are incomprehensible.
In Biology 101, one learns
that "frog" is the bourgeois
way of identifying a "rana
pipiens."
Darwinism has definite social implications,
The human brain is capable
of great inspiration after
midnight.
Existence precedes essence.
Group living is a vital part
of one's education.
Organization precedes creation in Freshman Comp.,
i.e., outline, sentences, paragraphs, rough draft, precede ideas.
Hiroshima, Mon Amour has
something to do with love in
Japan.
In Religion 101 one learns
that Mount Ararat is 17,915
feet high.

like to make a few evaluations and predictions.
The race for the presidency is an unusual one. The student
must choose betwen the typical student leader image of Roy
Kimbel and Jeff LeVeque and the reformer, idealistic image proected by Ken Foust and Mike Noble. Kilnble and LeVeque have
the same basic qualifications with Kimble having the edge experience wise. Foust and Noble would seem to have a whole different
approach to the idea of student government. This approach which
would give more power to the students, seems somewhat impractical. Whoever is the victor in this race will have a difficult
time living up to the accomplishments of Bill Ramsayer.
The first vice presidential contest pits a relative newcomer,

Jerry Blank against a well-known campus figure. Dan Mullen.
Jerry lacks experience and confidence but has good ideas. Mullen
has both the confidence and the experience plus ideas. However
his happy-go-lucky attitude might cost him a few votes.
The race for second vice sees another newcomer, Skip Kelli-

cut matched against two sophomores, Clint Campbell and Rich
Crow. Kellicut has a good record from Oregon and some good
ideas besides. Crow has served on CB this year and though not
overly vocal has been steady and dependable. Campbell, though
quite vocal, has said little.
The race for secretary will be a popularity contest. Nancy

Lewis, Julie Shiffer, arid Sue Wylie will be vying for the votes

SOPHOMORE:
At times professor-student
communication is possible.
In Psychology 201 one
learns that under extreme
pressure rats will tread water at a fantastic rate.
Herman Melville is a great
author.
It is possible to live with
insomnia.
Existentialism is the answer to everything. There is
nothing that cannot be understood in terms of existentialism.
There is a "technique" to
writing papers which will
snow the professors every
time.
The hero in Sartre's No
Exit suffers from acute
claustrophopia.
In Philosophy one learns
that Socrates was to Plato
as Peanuts is to Charles
Schultz.

of the fraternity men.
The three delegate-at-large positions will be sought by five
candidates - Marcia Burdette, an energetic sophomore, who has
been a definite asset to CB this year; Denny Bakke, a freshman

Jim
Leggette, a sophomore with good potential; and Celeste Kristo-

who seems destined for a big role in student government;

vich, a junior relatively unknown to the world of student governmeni.

Who will lead the UPS children through their next year of
"storm and stress"? We make the following predictions: President,
Roy Kimbel; Vice President, Dan Mullen; 2nd Vice President, Rich
Crow; Secretary, Nancy Lewis; Delegate-at-Large, Dennis Bakke,

cdh

Marcia Burdette, and Jim Leggette.

JUNIOR:
Professors can be taken
from behind podiums and
placed in homes with wife
and appropriate children.
One learns from Jackson
Pollock that it is possible
to earn a living dripping
paint.
If this campus weren't so
damned conservative, a
strike against SUB food
would be in order.
Henry VIII had definite
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FRESHMAN:

Pete Bueshel
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As evidenced by the miscellaneous hyper-activity of
many smiling students, ASB elections are here. The activity
is centered around vote-getting, sign-making, and propaganda-spreading. However, for some officers the candidates
are so few that it looks like a good year for a write-in candidate. Some ambitious student with a hesitant eye for glory
should look into this possibility in several areas.
marital problems. He should
have had Marriage and the
Home.
Existentialism is not the
answer to everything; Ingmar Bergman has definite
possibilities.
Fyodor Dostoyevsky
great writer.

is

a

For a Spanish major who
has not yet trilled an "r",
beer will loosen the tongue.
Through a Glass Darkly and
Religion 101 are incompatible.
SENIOR:
All professors are disgustingly human.
Who cares if existence preFurtheressence.
cedes
more, Ingmar Bergman is
for Juniors.
"Oh, sleep, it is a blessed
thing."
Established "academic prestige" can do wonders in a
pinch,
Solitude is blissful,
Rough drafts, outlines
are not neeven ideas
cessary to write a paper.

-

-

One can read deep meaning
into Goldfinger after the
fifth showing.
Ian Fleming deserves the
Nobel Prize,
Unattached senior women
should begin applying to
graduate schools early in
October.

D ea n's Tea
Hon o rs To

S

The Dean's Honor Tea will
be held on March 15, from 3:30 to
5:00 p.m. in the second floor
lounge of the Student Center.
This tea is to honor those who
were on the Dean's list last
Spring semester and also this
Fall semester. The Stadium High
School Madrigal singers will perform several numbers at the tea.
The group is under the direction
of Mr. Paul Margelli and is in
demand around the city for performances.

There are enough candidates
(l)erhaljs quantity is the answer)
for President. Choosing between
the two leading candidates, Roy
Kimbel and Jeff LeVeque, is like
choosing between dawn and dusk:
a different time of day, but still
the same amount of light. Mike
Noble, an ambitious young man
who will graduate after completing three years, has been making
threatening noises towards the
of
reservoir
His
other two.
strength, however, is well hidden.
Ken Faust follows Mr. Noble
in a first venture into student
government. What his course will
be remains to be seen.
Dan Mullen, present Senior
Class President, and Jerry Blank
are facing each other for the
dubious honor of 1st Vice-President. With only two candidates,
this is the most fertile spot for
a successful write-in campaign.
Second Vice-President looks to
be the most interesting race. The
hopefuls are Rich Crow, Clint
Campbell, and Skip Kellicut. This
is where one (at least one) who
votes must skim off the first
impression and look for the trait
of responsibility.
There are only five fine young
people hoping to be a delegateat-large. There are three positions so all five will make the
finals, unless a write-in candidate does well.
The finals for song-leaders
must wait to be seen, literally
and figuratively.
Two propositions, as amendments to the present constitution,
are on the ballot. One concerns
a formality in changing the procedure in nominating rally candjdates. The other is the sorely
needed change from class officers
to class senators. Both should be
supported. However, look for
them on the ballot. Too often
good proposals are lost because
they are in an inconspicuous
place in the machine.
In total, the ProsPect is not
too bright for an exciting election
unforseen
something
-unless
happens. It may well be, however, the best ASB all-school
function of the year.
Here it is! ( fanfare of trumpets here)
Just what you've been waiting for
another paper. )wow) Those people who
made it thru the whole party 'fit 3 am.
were cheryl "Hukky-Poo" Hulk, Duclley
''nave Locey" Doolittle, Frank ''oh hell'
Harmier (asst. sex editor), Doug Smith
(ok, he's a good guy-mainly cuz he's
twisting my arm!) Kathy 'lebanese lel,anade" Gloria. Smith, get of the floor!),
Snydler Whiplash, Gloria Stultzvasser,
Rich 'smut editor" Mulkey (Hi, Mr.
Graft!). Oh well, the printers like the,'n
(hi guys!). There was this girl who told
me to be sure and put her name in here
so I wrote it (town on a piece of pap er
but I lost the paper blush). cris
"the Bird" Butler was also here getting
glue on his fingers. Gerard K. was here
for a visit but couktn't take it, so he left
for Pat's. Mikey Evans was here helping
type with the Columbus metho,l. The associate editor was here in spiritisi. Watch
this column next week for all the news
what s unfit to print from the basement
of the new BA building )really).
This space, which would usually be used
for a "dirty" joke, is dedicated especially to Terry Graft who is so understaniting about those things!
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ISecond Position Sought By Blank, Mullen
Ed. Note: 1st Vice-President questions asked by Dennis Hale: Reason for running? Qualifications?
Innovations for ofice? Freshman
orientation? Election Committee?
Publication Committee? T r a i 1
with no advisor?

from the students. By "power,"
I mean that Central Board has a
certain amount of power in dealing with certain student functions.
This will be my ultimate goal,
to try to state my opinion as I
see it from a student point of
view. The students want controversy and something unique, and
this should stem from Central
Board.

DAN MULLEN
This year I feel that Bill Ramseyer has started a ball rolling,
and I would like to kep the
momentum of this ball going
and improving next year. Student
government has various shortcomings of which you well know.
The students have been called
"apathetic," which is true to an
extent, but this is not necessarily
the students' fault. This is a
two-way road. I think that Central Board has often used this
word as a scapegoat for their
own shortcomings. Central Board
has to create something to be of
interest to the student, which it
has not done. Part of the difficulty has been in the vagueness of
Central Board. What is needed
are strong definite leaders next
year that are willing to stand on
their own two feet and maybe
someone elses toes I believe I
could benefit student government
by becoming more useful to the
students.
The past year I have served as
Senior Class President, this enabled me to gain valuable experience on Central Board. During the first semester leadership
conference, I served as a discussion leader. The topic, being
"student government," presented
many new and interesting ideas to
be discussed. I have also served
as assistant intramural manager
and discussion leader in Freshman
orientation. I think these past
qualifications have given me a
greater insight into student politics than my opponent.
There are many facets to learn
in student government, the past
year has enabled me to see how
much there is to learn. This ensuing year I would like to see
Central Board used more in fulfilling its given power. This, I
believe, will serve a dual purpose:
1. to serve the students more usefully; 2. to create more interest

Tradition—this word is something every school wants and
needs. In the past four years,
"tradition" has decreased to the
point where now it is at a low
ebb. To me there is a grandeur
in tradition, and if missing, the
students are losing a valuable
part of college life. As Senior
Class President, I have felt it
the duty of the officers to revive
the old tradition of leaving something from our class for the
school. If you have noticed, the
class year plaques in front of
Jones' Hall have been discontinued since 1950. This definitely
has been a tradition that has
been neglected. The Senior Class
officers have now raised a greater amount of the money to bring
us up to date and revive this
old tradition which we hope will
be kept up through the years.
"Hatchet," now there is another
mystical word. In my four years
I have never seen The Hatchet,
and if found, I will strive to revive this age-old tradition. Also,
what has happened to our freshmen beanies and the tug-of-war?
This has also been lost in the
confusion of campus life at UPS.
I think these traditions should
also be brought back into effect
during the next year so they will
not be lost through the years.
There is a definite need at UPS
for a counselor or I should say a
trained counselor who will be
available to the student. Between
UPS and PLU we have at least
one suicide attempt a year. The
student advisor, as of now, is not
trained in therapeutic work nor
has he the time to give the student psychological help when it
is needed. As of now, some of our
professors who have a certain
amount of training are asked at
various times for help. They are
more than willing to help the
student, but therapy takes time
and these profs do not have that
time. These trained individuals, I
don't believe, should be expected
to give help free, as some are
doing now. I would like to see a
part-time counselor available to
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the students for the help that
they need.
An example of the Central
Board vagueness is typified in the
present class Senator proposal as
is now stated. During the past
week Central Board voted on a
proposal of striking out the present class structure and substituting this with a class senator. Now
to me this is a good start for a
good change but may I underline
"start." As it stands now there is
basically no change, except that
of dropping the other three officers and changing the name of
the president. It was suggested in
Central Board to stipulate that
the Senator propose at least one
project in his platform to the
students so that he will not be
elected to fill another seat in
Central Board. This idea was
voted down by a close vote, but
this still does not remedy the
present situation. It is not going
on the ballot in this form, but
will be a position for some to
gain prestige. If you want to see
an example of what is going to
happen, read February 24 and
March 3 minutes of Central
Board when the sophomore and
junior classes gave their reports
of the past year. What is going
to happen if this proposal goes
through? Nothing, precisely what
has been done in the past years.
I hope the students will have a
little more innsight into the problems that will arise and press their
constituents to change this in the
Central Board meeting before it
goes on the ballot. If it is not
changed, I will try my hardest, if
elected, to put this on the ballot
for the following year.
I believe that the Artist and
Lecture proposal is one of the
best ideas that has come out of
Central Board this year. With
this new increase in funds, the
A & L committee will be able to
be more versatile in their entertainment next year. Since the first
vice-pres. is presiding officer of
the committee, I would like to see
a re-scheduling of events more
around the weekend and at least
one or two controversial figures
brought to the campus. I think
this is an important part of education and therefore beneficial to
the students. Orientation could
undergo a large change.
Freshman orientation is sup-

posed to familiarize the freshman
with the school academically and
socially. This is not what it has
done. The student knows that he
is going to have to study, so

North Proctor
Bowl
3806 N. 26th
FOR YOUR BOWLING
PARTIES
5K 2-5200

why tell him a hundred times
more? I would like to divide
orientation into two parts - the
first being in meeting the faculty,
this would be basically similar to
what has been done this yast year.
Second, I think it is extremely
important that the freshman is
exposed to student government
and social life on campus. The
freshman students does not know
of the governing body, or of spirit
activities, or of traditions. This
would be a good time to introduce him to the other aspects of
going to college rather than letting him remain ignorant of what
is happening for one or two years.
If we could start interest going,
it will continue and not lag.

C A
JERRY BLANK

The basic structure of elections
is good. Minor improvements
may he made, in that elections
committee should improve their
publicity of coming election
events. Some individuals were not
aware of petitions for elections
because of inadequate publicity
by the committee. Also, I would
try to be consistent in my decisions, and with the precedent
of those decisions in the Past.
This has not necessarily always
been done and it does greatly
hurt its power.

I want to run for the office
of 1st Vice-President because I
feel I have the qualifications and
I am interested in fulfilling the
position.

Publication committee, I feel,
should not be used as a directing
factor but a suggestion source.
Its meetings should be publicized
well enough so that the student
body will be able to come and
state its "gripes." The influence
I would like to have on the Trail
is in better coverage of Central
Board and equal room to events
on campus. You have probably
read the C.B. Lowdown, in the
Trail. This could be an excellent
source of information for the students on what is happening in
Central Board and what the members are doing. Why not stick a
few pins in some of the members,
and let them know they are
being watched. I have had a
complaint given to me in that
some of the events on campus,
such as music recitals, should be
given equal publicity. This I feel
is a valid criticism and I would
make suggestions such as this
to the editors of the Trail. However, I do feel that the more independent the Trail is, the better
it will be in serving its purpose.
Cross Currents is an almost unheard of publication during the
year. I would strive to increase
publicity and also the number of
publications during the year. It

The
1st Vice - President
serves and supervises ASB Committees. He is chairman of three
important committees; these are
publication, orientation and elections. My experience qualifies
me in these areas. In the Army I
was a reporter-photographer assigned to Army magazines. Currently I am a member of the
Trail staff as well as publicity
director of Alpha Kappa Psi, honorary fraternity. At my previous
college I served on the orientation committee where I gained
many ideas that could be considered for UPS orientation programs. I served as delegate-atlarge at my previous college. This
gave me a good background in
college elections.
I feel that currently there
is a lack of communication within the student body. The ASB officers should put forth more effort.. .to ..remedy.. this., situation.
Such things as closer contact with
living groups and other campus
organizations through the use of
questionnaires, meetings, personal contact, etc. I also propose
a pair of freshman advisors to
help organize the freshmen officers and freshmen council at
the beginning of the year. To
help boost school spirit a pep
organization could be initiated.
The freshman orientation
program at UPS needs re-evaluation. Much of the material covered in discussion groups could
be summarized in an orientation
booklet. A stronger stress on tradition would, in my opinion, help
remedy our current school spirit.
The attendance at orientation sessions could be improved by a less
strenuous
schedule
applied
throughout the orientation week.
Many more social activities held

(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 8)
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Political Gambits Fly For Social Office
Editor's note: Questions asked
the second vice-presidential candidates were: Why running? Qualifications? New Ideas? Friday-atfour ideas? A&L proposal?

IN

RICHARD CROW
A genuine interest in and un.
derstanding of the operation of
student government have prompted me to run for the second vicepresident's position. I know that
I would be able to best guide
the direction of campus activities
toward greater cohesiveness
through this office. By minimizing the wasted energy of livinggroup rivalry, I would be able
to promote a sense of campusorientation and spirit. In short,
I feel that I would be able to
make a real contribution to the
Student Body as a whole through
the office of second vice-president.
My concern for the University
has been shown by my serving
this yast year on Central Board
as men's dormitory representative and by my active participation in the Intercollegiate Knights
the sophomore service honorary,
as secretary. These positions, as
well as serving as vice-president
of my living group, have given
me the opportunity to see and
come to understand the workings
of student government.
If elected, I would work to
better publicize social functions
by publishing an all-year social
calendar, such as the one used
now, with the addition of a second-semester supplement to make
the calendar more accurate. In
setting up the all-year social calendar I would set aside weekend
dates for all-campus activities
which could be sponsored by any
campus organization, such as the
Seven-Day Campus Committee
or the ASB itself. I would also

work on a list of available chaperones for campus social activities and would continue the present monthly calendar system.
Through the Student Activities Committee I would work to
have ASB-sponsored functions on
the weekends when an all-school
function could be planned. To
increase the value of Friday.at.
Four activities, I would work to
insure their regularity and enlarge their variety by including
a balanced program of "rock-nroll" dances, folk music, dramatic
readings and possibly a sing-along
type of function, among others.
I am strongly in favor of the
Artists and Lectures Committee
proposal, and I have helped circulate the petitions for the proposed increase in student fees
for this program. I feel that an
enlarged program of this type
would greatly benefit all UPS
students by broadening their college experience. The proposed
program could provide all-school
activities of unequalled quality
and significance for the campus
community.

SKIP KELLICUT
CLINT CAMPBELL
The office of second vice-president requires a great deal of experience working for the betterment of the student body. I have
been extremely interested in student government, as my record
shows. Because of my experience
and interest in student government I feel that through the office of second vice-president I
can best work for a more unified
UPS, in the area of the Student
Activities Committee.
Freshman Council, Corresponding Secretary of my fraternity,
Sophomore Class President, Intercollegiate Knights, and cochairman of Sprink Weekend.

..
AT DORMS

..

Competitive Prices

2309 SIXTH AVENUE
MA 7-1117

I definately think that the Friday-at-four program should be
continued. It should be noted that
UPS is in the transitional stages.
It is becoming a residential college rather than a commuter
college, as it was in the past.
Therefore it is necessary to provide the students with a 7 day
campus atmosphere. For this reason the Friday-at-four program
should draw the students to the
campus. But in order to be successful it must be supported by
other weekend dances, A&L presentations, or Cellar 10 performances.
I think the proposed $10.00
increase for A&L is an excellent step towards a more unified UPS and I would urge
everyone to vote for this proposal.

FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY

MODERN
Cleaners

This past year I have noticed
how fragmented this campus is
becoming. In order to pull the
student body together as a unit
we need more all-school sponsored and supported functions.
This program was somewhat
started this year, but it lacked
student body support. For example, the All-School Masquerade
Party promised to be just another "south end of the sub" rock
and roll dance. I suggest having at
least four ASB sponsored functions throughout the year that are
not only unique and different but
will appeal to a greater majority
of students. For instance, in the
Fall we should have an all-school
picnic, dance, and events for
class competition. The purpose of
this function would be to introduce the new freshmen and
transfer students to the UPS Student Body.

1) I have a certain respect for the
government on this campus,
I would like others to respect
it as well, but this respect
first stems from spirit, loyalty,
and interest in the school,
which I would like to help
instill by holding a responsible position in the ASB administration.
2) Previous positions held:
State officer in the Oregon
Youth Government.
Jr. IFC officer at the University of Oregon.
IFC delegate at the U of
Oregon.
College representative to
Gov. Mark Hatfield's Corn.
on Youth and Education.

$6.00 per month

TAYL0R'5

Rental Purchase Plan

OFFICE MACHINES
2040 - 6th Avenue
Across from Jason Lee
Jr. High School

Service & Supplies

d r a m a productions
should be placed on the
social calendar.
More space should be
provided in the Trail
for such groups.
There should be further use of facilities such
as buses for ski-trips
and cultural-educational
programs being held in
the immediate area of
the school.
There should be more
activities
all-campus
such as Logger Day,
i.e., all-campus pushcart races, carnival day,
etc.
4) There should be a "Friday-atFour" held at least three Fridays a month. Student and
local talent could be emphasized. Far better publicity is
needed than there has been.

SKIP KELLICUT
3) All A & L activities
should be held if possible on weekends.
B. Greek - Independent Relations
Encourage exchange of
one couple admission
tickets to all living
groups for social functions.
Propose a roll call to
be given at games of
the
different
living
groups so as to instill
competition among the
spectators.
If elected . . . I would
like to have a survey
made four times a year
of the different living
groups to collect new
ideas, opinions, and
criticisms.
C. Development of Interest
Groups
1) If possible, senior recitals, art shows, and

Expert Workmanship

AVENUE
SHOE REPAIR
2703-6th Avenue

TYPEWRITER
HEADQUARTERS

RENTALS
WOOF

Greater Oregon at the U
of Oregon
Two special committeeships at the U of Oregon.
3) I have presently a three point
program, which is as follows:
A. Artist and Lectures Series
There should be a minimum of five to six concerts a year.
There should be an
emphasis on minor entertainment in the SUB
on weekends.

5. The proposed A&L program
which presently calls for a
minimum of 7 performances
of the best entertainment
around, plus all entertainment
at Homecoming, meaning the
student is going "free" or in
actuality paying 25 cents for
each performance instead of
2 or 3 dollars. I believe it
to be a good idea, and a good
way to save money in the long
run.

Shindig Coming
By SUE LETH
"Shindig," the 'popular' television program viewed every
Tuesday night, will appear at the
UPS Fieldhouse on Saturday
night, April 3, at 8 p.m. The
regular television dancers, singers, and band will be performing,
along with many special guest
stars. Tickets, ranging in price
from $3 to $5, may be purchased
for this two hour performance
at Ted Brown's Music Company
or at The Bon Marche.

IHUNGRY
THIRSTY
LONESOME
TRY PAT'S
No. 21st & Oakes

HOWELL
SPORTING GOODS, Inc.
922 Commerce

TONTS
Watch and Jewelry Repair

1fl1

GUARANTEED

BARBER SHOP
S

2707 SIXTH AVENU

BR 2-3063

TONY—RAY—KEN
Props.
3814/2 North 26th
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A&L Proposal We
Still on Coals
Get
Recently the Artist and Lecture Committee has proposed a
Letters
plan to increase each student's
"General Fees" by $5.00 per
semester in order to bring a

JULIE SuFFER
As brought out from discussions with living groups, it is
sometimes hard to pin-point a
specific reason, but there are
many contributing factors. Not
having been a voting member on
Central Board during my past
years on campus, I have a "selfish" desire to take part in student government. I do feel though
that I would like to represent the
student body in this manner and
be an enthusiastic supporter of
usable new ideas. One asks why
I don't run for delegate-at-large
then. The answer is quite simple,
I have held secretarial positions
in the past and have thoroughly
enjoyed the responsibilities of
such a job.
Two of these positions have
been held at UPS, one as secretary of my pledge class and the
other this past year as secretary
of the junior class. The most valuable experiences I have had are
those of secretarial positions held
during the past two summers.
Two years ago I was employed
in a Kansas City insurance
agency, and this past summer in
a doctor's clinic in Salem. I have
gained invaluable experience from
both of these positions.
As mentioned previously I
would like to see the secretary
be in more direct contact with
her constituents. To do this I
would send out a form to each
of the departments and committees represented on C.B. asking
for pertinent subjects they are
to bring up at the following meeting. These being returned to the
secretary would be added to the
orders of business of executive
council. The forms would then
be distributed to living groups
and other representatives. In this
• manner students could consult the
outline prior to the Wednesday
meeting. Students finding business of special interest would'
I believe, be more inclined to
attend meetings and support their
views. The student support is
important.

Trip to Ocean
Planned for Sat.
The Student Activities Program, under the "7-day Campus
Project," is sponsoring a trip to
the ocean on March 13. The cost
will be $1, and the bus will leave
Saturday morning from the SUB
at 8 a.m.
For further information contact Pat Western, Director of the
Student Activities Program.

NANCY LEWIS
I have always been interested
in student government, and believing the best position for me
to express and serve my interest
is secretary I am running for this
ASB office. In this capacity I
would be able to further intercommunication among faculty,
students and administration by
being a concerned laison.
As a member of the Finance
Committee it would be of great
interest to me to be of assistance
in preparing the budget for the
coming year. I think that few
students realize the time and effort involved in compiling a workable budget that meets the approval of all concerned, and I
would endeavor to be of assistance
in such an important area of
student government.
Finally, having had previous experience in carrying out secretarial responsibility and working
with people, I feel I am adequately prepared as a secretary.
I have had considerable experience in this field which has
prepared me to serve as ASB
Secretary, the most valuable
training being in the position of
AWS Secretary the past year.
This has given me an insight into
the duties involved in such a job
and has brought me into contact
with many important phases of
student government.
Jobs I have held during the past
three summers, mainly in the
field of office work and bookkeeping, have also prepared me.
I have learned much about office
management and have been in
close contact with many people,
both students and adults, which
I feel is a great asset to someone
aspiring to the position of secretary of a student body.
I was given the responsibility
of social chairman for my sorority
last year, and this has enabled
me to come into contact with
many people. I firmly believe
that communication is the essence
of a position such as ASB Secretary, and also feel that these
students and adults I have worked
with through previous experience
would feel free to come to someone they know, such as myself,
had they any questions concerning student government.
Because I will be a junior next
year, I will have no pressures of
graduation, work, or student
teaching to detract from the time
I could spend as Executive Secretary. I believe that anyone so
closely involved in the efficient
handling of our school's affairs
must have ample time to spend
on her duties, and I am sure I
shall.

LJE WYLIE
I believe I will be able to carry
out the duties of secretary and
give this office my fullest attention. The office of secretary needs
a mature person, but more than
that, a person who is able to
learn from her experiences. It is
important for a person to be
mature, but more important that
they know they need to mature
more.
I am currently treasurer of
Spurs; last year I was a member
of International Relations Club.
In high school I was historian of
the Future Teachers of America
and a delegate to Hi-Y Legislature. I was also Honored Queen
of the Job's Daughter Bethel in
our town.
Although the office of secretary
is a voting office on Central
Board, the secretary is usually
not the initiator of new issues. I
do support the Artists and Lecture's proposal of an increase in
fees. I plan to question the necessity of Delegates-at-Large on
Central Board. I also would be
willing to present worthwhile issues to Central Board if approaced by anyone with such
issues.

Because the office of ASB Secretary is essentially one of support and not one of policy making there is little that can be
done in the way of changes.
I am well aware of the duties
and responsibilities involved in
this position: being in charge of
the ASB office, taking accurate
minutes of all meetings, issuing
membership cards to UPS students, and serving on the Finance
Committee. These are permanent
duties, and it is up to the secretary to carry them out efficiently.
With the help of Mrs. Heatly,
ASB office secretary, it would be
a great responsibility to keep the
records of the student body organized and in good order.
As a member of the Finance
Committee it would be my duty
to render an opinion when necessary, and to support the other
executive officers and department
representatives.
The office of ASB Executive
Secretary is not a trainer job;
one cannot go in hoping to spend
the first semester learning how
to carry out the duties involved.
I feel prepared to assume this
office in light of my previous
experience, and would try to serve
the students, faculty, and University to the best of my ability.

high caliber of entertainment to
the campus.
Within this proposal, which
would be effective fall semester,
1965, is a minimum of seven presentations per schol year, contracting the most recognized talent in
major fields of entertainment.
These shows would be held on
week-end evenings, and students
paying General Fees will be admitted without charge by showing
their ASB cards.
In addition to these week-end
shows, monthly visiting lecturers
will be presented in academic
fields.
Besides exposing students to a
high quality of talent, the committee hopes that it will help the Admissions Department in its recruit ing program, adding one more attractive feature to the total program at UPS.
No longer being a city college
but a university, the committee
feels that with this proposal UPS
could become truely a community
center of fine and cultural entertainment.

Area Headquarters
On UPS Campus
The Arnold Air Society and
Angel Flight from the University
of Puget Sound attended the area
conclave at Williamette this past
weekend. At this conclave both
the Angel Flight and Arnold Air
Society of UPS bid for their respective Area Headquarters.
The area is comprised of schools
in Washington, Oregon, Idaho,
and Montana which have Angel
Flights and Air Societies. Both
of the UPS organizations won the
bids and received their headquarters unanimously. Marking the
first time since this area has been
formed that the headquarters has
been outside of Oregon.
The new area commanders are
Rick Boling for Arnold Air Society and Peg Greiwe for Angel
Flight. Mr. Boling and Miss
Greiwe will represent their areas
at the National Conclave in Wash-

...

To the Editor:
Due to the fact that I did not
receive my super glossy 8 1,4x11
autographed photograph of the
Editor of the Trail and because
the untracollegiate jokes have
been removed from the Trail, I
think L will grumpf for one week.
—Frank Harmier

Dear Editor,
The disillusionments of realizing the administrations primary
concerns have caused us to seriously consider the coming elections. The administrators have
concentrated their efforts on impressing wealthy alums and present and potential donors. We feel
that the qualities of UPS remain
dormant because of misemphasis.
It is a schools business to cultivate the mind rather than the
grounds.
Evidence of this can be seen
by the dwindling faculty and the
flourishing PE facilities; the delayed but necessary science building; crowded women's dormitories
and an elaborate, carpeted lunchroom for "townies." Yes, we are
proud of our beautiful campus,
but if we are students in the
"Little Harvard by the ind,"
we deserve better academic Ia
cilities and a superior faculty to
make use of them. This can be
accomplished by a unified student body under an enthusiastic
leader whose main concern is education, as opposed to mere
training.
Sincerely,
Shirley Beebe
Tina Johnson
BRING US YOUR

Watches
Jewelry
Clocks
for quality repair service

Ray Sowers
Jewelry
2703 No. Proctor SK 9-568 1

Proctor House
Restaurant
Ricks Douglas Service
3401 Sixth Avenue
Open 24 Hours
Close to Campus
"Friendliest Brand in the West'

CLOSE TO UPS
Special Lunch Daily .96c
Large Choice of Foods
at Reasonable Prices
11 am. - 8 p.m. Daily
Closed Sundays
2514 No. Proctor
SK 9-8665

BUDIL'S FLOWERS
ALWAYS FRESH - ALWAYS ARTISTIC
6th Ave. at Oakes

FU 3-4739
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FOUST (Cont.)

would you exert pressure in solving such problems?"

The above points only begin to
suggest what we can do. No one
man can adequately cope with
this, our mutual task. He must
have and receive unified student
body support. Given this, a precident will be established in the
next school year which within
the next decade will give the UPS
student a justifiable reason for
being proud of his school."

Foust: "All my agents have 00
numbers!"

NC.: "Er, right, Ken. Now, can
you tell me what qualifications
you have for such a lofty and
noble position as ASB President
of the little "Harvard" of the
Puget?"
Foust: Well, I haven't gone to
the U of W or shovelled coal for
Railroad Bill. Gosh, I don't even
have a Fiji tattoo! But, I have
talked before independent and
Greek organizations, I have
sought individual student opinions, I have commanded sailing
vessels of just about every size,
shape and description.
NC.: "Hey, don't kid me with
that sailing vessel stuff, man!"
Foust: Don't laugh, friend.
What better place can one understand, learn and accept the responsibilities of crucial decisions?
Ahh'mm, as I was saying, I was
also vice president of the American Hitchhikers in Southern Europe. Just last summer I managed
a coffee house in Sausalito that's in California - handling
everyth, trom finances to un.uy police raids!
NC.: My, my, you beatnicks do
lead an exciting life! But would
you spell out your innovations
that would make the President's
official duties more effective?
Foust: Just what do you mean
by "official duties?"
N.C.: Well, urn, ah, what I
mean I guess is what you're supposed to do.
Foust: As I see it, my duty is
to represent the entire student
body. To do so, I will be available
to any student for criticism, suggestion or compliment. Thus, I
would not be a mere figurehead;
I would be an integrated part of
the campus and thus, truly valuable to the student body I represented.
N.C.: "Precisely! Now, would
you use your office to investigate
campus complaints?"
Foust: Do I look like J. Edgar
Hoover? A radical investigator?
A leader instigates, not investigates! Listen, every student is
painfully aware of this campus'
unsolved problems. Why, man,
my machine is even now unearthing the lurid details behind such
unforgivable scandels as the food
storage problem in the fraternity
complex, and the outrageous textbook prices. Also, my agents are
deeply involved in countering the
slow strangulation of the smaller
departments on campus, i.e., art,
music and drama. And do you
know that the PE department is
entirely controlled by one-worlders, comsyps and Sigma Nu's?
N.C.: "One-wonders, comsyps
and Sigma Nu's? Heavens! How
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N.C.: "On a Methodist campus?!!"
Foust: "Of course few problems require that sort of violence. In less violent situations I
must stress that the President's
power is the power of the student
body. With, and only with, total
student support can the President
hope to accomplish anything at
all. Because these problems are
serious the students have in their
p6wer the capability to produce
the continual growth necessary
to this campus."
NC.: "That is nice. What
about you're plans for the public
affairs forum?"
Foust: I'd say the first problem of the public affairs forum
is to make the public aware that
such affairs exist. Beyond that
the whole thing is in such a
tangle that I'll have to wade in
up to my neck before I can offer
concise ideas for improvement.
NC.: "Well put. I've been in
the dark about that for a long
time. Also, you don't claim to
have all the answers. Now, how
would you fairly appoint standing
committee chairmen, like Campus Films and A&L?"
Foust: "Well, there are several
ways to go about it. The first is
to put all the UPS student numbers in a hat and hold a lottery.
More effective, but also more expensive, we could place scouts on
high school campuses and give
scholarships to chairmen and
committee coordinators of "All
American" standing. However,
with all the athletic scholarships
we are granting, I don't think
that we can afford that and a
new well at the same time. I suppose in the final analysis we'll
have to resort to finding the most
interested man right here on
campus."
N.C.: "Harumphh! Exactly.
Now, Mr. Foust . . . stop playing
those silly protest songs about
atom bombs and campus military
recruiters, for I have an important question. Last week, CB approved an initiative that would
eliminate class officers, replacing them with four class senators.
How will this improve student
government?"
Foust: Well, frankly, I feel that
it is more important what class
of officer you have rather than
what you call him. I feel the decision is valid in that it eliminates several heretofore useless
positions. However, I question its
value when balanced against the
red tape involved in changing a
traditional pattern."
NC.: "That's a good point!
Why don't they think of those
things in CB?"
Foust: Hell, I don't know!
N.C.: "Now, for our last question. UPS has a new football stadium and a refinished gym. Last
year saw the addition of a pep
band and increased activity by
the rally squad. How would you
like to see such activities continued?"

Foust: Well, let's start hind-end
foremost, as that seems to be the
tradition here. Frankly, I would
not care to see such activities
continued at all. We're all aware
that college sports are large financial ventures. They take a lot
of capital and only rarely produce blue chip returns. As in the
stock market, one must be ready
to sell at a loss and call it a bad
day. This seems to be our situation.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

"Take football, for example. It
absorbs the greatest sum of athletic money each year - and still
loses continually. So, we do one
of two things. Either we bag it
and figure those are the breaks
or we pour in more money, time
and effort in an attempt to build
a good team. My suggestion
would be to rent the stadium to
Cecil B. DeMille for doing shorts
on lions vs. Christians and give
the faculty a pay boost equal to
the money now expended on
jocks, shoulder pads and football
scholarships."
NC.: "Do you realize that you
are making enemies of all the
athletic supporters on campus?"
Friendless Foust: "Therein, my
friend, lies the truth. For all
things of value are born of controversy."

KIMBEL (Cont.)
of student government. In the
realm of appointive powers, I
would first like to form two
boards: the first a student information board which will be explained in question number four,
and second an efficiency board.
In many universities and colleges,
the governing body every few
years engages a graduate manager, or a person who investigates
the proceedings of a body such
as Central Board to find its
strong points and weaknesses so
as to add to more efficiency. In
selecting the members of the
board, a "feeler" would be sent
to all living groups and organizations so as those interested
could reply. The board would be
limited in size to add to more
efficiency.
In the area of student publicity,
which is sadly lacking on the
UPS campus, I would like to propose a student admissions team
and a UPS radio program. The
admissions team functions would
be to fill the requests of high
schools to have college students
speak before Boy's Clubs and
Girl's Clubs, PTA's, and accompany the administration to
high schools. A UPS radio program could fill in as a UPS
communication guide to the
campus. This is a program that is
already on its way as an entity
at UPS. In working with a local
radio station the past two months,
they have given us the opportunity to have a five-minute program each week. This program
would be in cooperation with the
UPS speech department and the
radio station. Interviews would
be held with UPS students on
campus issues, activities and controversial subjects.
Next I would like to propose
the making of two intramural
fields, an issue that has remained
since my sophomore year. These
fields could be used for football
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and baseball. The last issue is one
of the Academic Affairs Committee, started in Fred Golladay's
administration, and again revived
this year under the auspices of the
First Vice-President. This committee has the makings of being
one of the most influential bodies
in student life if it maintains
the pace it is keeping.
Here you have seen an acceleration of programs for student interest; both in the interests of
Central Board and the Student
Body itself.
Indirectly, my office would
utilize its powers to investigate
campus complaints. As in the
issue of SUB food, Central Board
should not have been the first
place to raise the issue. For
this type of complaint a student
information board would be organized. This board would accept
and
investigate
complaints
through a common channel, or
uncommon channel, which ever
may be the best way of obtaining
the information. The first emphasis on the complaint would
then be exerted through this
board. After all angles had been
thoroughly investigated and it was
still an issue to confront Central
Board with, then CB would be
confronted.
My plans for the Public
Affairs Forum . . . Well, Bill
Ramseyer's administration has
taken on a big program that as
it now appears will be a success.
If the money were available every
year for such a project, I would
back it completely, as a campus
can have no better publicity than
direct publicity.
The appointing of committee
chairmen by the ASB President could be done by first having
sign-up sheets for interested persons (include memos to living
groups and organizations concerning the committee), these people
would be screened by the outgoing committee chairman, interviews would then be held with the
executive committee and outgoing
chairman for those people who
are felt to be qualified, and from
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this interview the appointment
is made.
Improvement in student government by the elimination of the
sophomore, junior and senior
class presidents will be shown
through the greater responsibility
placed on the shoulders of the
class senator. He, or she, will be
the sole representative of the
class. It will be up to this person to organize projects and form
a council. His duties will not be
outlined, but electing him in the
general elections where he must
decide between an executive position and class senator will make
him a more responsible person;
particularly where he is the only
person answering for his class's
success. Acceptance of responsibility I would term as the greatest improvement. The Freshman
Class structure will remain the
same because of its past success
and because it is an excellent
training ground for future ASB
administrators. Within the freshman year, it can usually be determined if your interest lies
within student government.
As to the athletic program
additions and the new marching
band and pep band, I'm definitely
in favor. Having worked as the
Athletic Publicity Director for a
year, it is easy to realize how
much campus spirit can aid an
athletic team. I believe the starting point for campus spirit is the
freshman class - - . Secondly, the
yell staff should be enlarged and
an advisor assigned. As done on
several campuses, a one hour
credit could be given to the yell
staff members. Thus, the staff
would meet at a definite time
each week. As to the progress
it is
of the spirit program
growing fast and I hope it continues to grow. Football has been
played in cow pastures and basketball in crackerbox gyms with
great success primarily because
of the spirit of the student body.
So, the key to athletic success
is the continued support shown
this year on many occasions.
.
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By Ed Adams
That time of the year is here again when all the coeds
who couldn't find time to attend a basketball or football game
this past year decide to try out for song leaders. That instinct which makes them want to be admired, seen, sought
after, and most of all known as a member of student activtivities, manifests itself to the point where it drives them
into running for a position on the rally squad. Just what
is the motivation behind these girls' desire to be cheer leaders? This is a question which should be explored more during
the application period for rally squad. The criteria of experience is not the most important factor, but rather the dual
combination of beauty and motivation. For a girl may be an
excellent song leader as fas as mechanics are concerned, but
if she lacks the spirit or has elephantiaisis she is a flat embarrassment to the University and the student body. What
use is a girl who handles all moves with a grace that does the
Muses justice, when Max Factor is unable to cope with her
external problem? Every year there are complaints that many
girls won because of their voluptous beauty, rather than
their ability toward becoming accomplished song leaders.
But we must face the reality of the fact that one of nature's
walking mutations does not help the school's image or the
possible enjoyment of a pep rally. I suggest that a candidate's
"looks" be a paramount point in consideration for a position
on the rally squad.
The second aspect of my proposed criteria is that of
proper motivation. We do not want a girl who was pushed
into competition by her sorority. Nor a girl who does the
complexities of cheer leading because it was an excepted
standing with the "in-crowd" in high school. I suggest that
the girl be given a test to determine if she is interested in
athletics, and other aspects of college life which require an
environment of high voltage spirit. Also, I would add the
qualification of being a member of Chips, a spirit organization, before running for rally squad. This way all girls interested would have already formulated an opinion of school
spirit, thus they would have the capability of becoming a
noted source for spirit generation.
I realize my proposal will never be heeded, yet after
reading the names of the finalists for song queens, I noticed
there is a lack of eye catchers among the list of candidates.
Write-ins could be appropriate this election.
The sports department of the Trail would like to thank
the out-going ASB officers for their outstanding support of
the policy called apathy towards athletic events this past
year. The trio of Ramseyer, Loffer, and Kimbel managed to
leave behind them a new stadium which holds a capacity of
3,500, yet never held an attendance above 1,500. But then
again it must of been the sports editors fault, due to lack
of communications. Isn't that right, boys?

GUNDERSON

"DOWN AT
THE HEELS"

Original Jewelry

See

DIAMONDS

Proctor

GIFTS
SILVER

SHOE REPAIR

764 Broadway BR 2-4295

38171/2 North 26th

FREE PARKING

All Work Guaranteed

OPEN TO SERVE YOU

SAM'S
BARBER SHOP
Open 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. Tuesday thru Saturday

TWO BARBERS TO SERVE YOU
With all the Added Personal Aattention
THOROUGH - NEAT - ANYSTYLE

ALL MODERN
NEW SHOP
NORTH 26TH AND PROCTOR
-

UPS Fins Make
NAIA Title Bid
By CASSIUS SHERWOOD
Five of UPS's best swimmers
will be making their bid for
championship ranking in the
NAIA's national swimming competition. The five: Lyndon Mere-
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EXCLUSIVE FRANCHISE
Amazing new liquid plastic coating used on all types
of surfaces interior or exterior. Eliminates waxing when
applied on Asphalt Tile, Vinyl, Linoleum, Vinyl Asbestos, Hard Wood, and Furniture. Completely eliminates
painting when applied to Wood, Metal or Concrete surfaces. This finish is also recommended for boats and
automobiles.

dith, Bob Harper, Doug Hanna,
John Jewell and Dan Pender,
will compete on the 18, 19 and the
20th of this month at the University of Wisconsin at La Cross.
Lynden Meredith will be competing in the one and two hundred yard back stroke as well as
the 400 yard medley relay. This
is Lynn's first trip to the nationals and he is understandably
excited. Bob Harper will be swimming the one and 200 yard
veteran, will swim the 100 and
20 yard butterfly and will also he
a member of the 400 yard medley
relay and 400 yard free style relay
teams. John Jewell, national 200
yard free style champion, will return to defend his winning time of
1 minute 54.1 seconds. He will be
entered in the 50 and 100 yard
free style along with the 400 yard
free style relay. Swimming the 50
and 200 yard free style and
the free style medley, Dan Pender will be looking for a championship victory. The team will
leave UPS on the 14th of March
and return on the 23rd.

NO COMPETITION
As these are exclusive formulas in demand by all businesses, industry and homes. No franchise fee. Minimum
investment - $300 . . . Maximum investment - $7,000.
Investment is secured by inventory. Factory trained
personnel will help set up your business.
For complete details and descriptive literature write:

Chem-Plastics & Paint Corp.
1828 Locust

St. Louis 3, Mo.
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Don Duncan, team coach,
knows that his team is in condition for this meet. In the past
week during their usual workout,
several pool records have been
broken.
"The fellas usually reach peak
condition only once during the
season. The peak comes either
before the conference meet (last
week) or just before the nationals.
We have reached our peak this
week. It is well timed; the nationals are only a week and a
half away."

Baseball Practice
Gets Into Swing
Through turnouts started just
a week ago, head coach Jack
Magee is anxiously awaiting the
Loggers first game of the season
against St. Martin's College on
April 10, here at UPS. This is
followed by the UPS baseballers
first league encounter against the
Central Wildcats in a double
header on April 14.
After completing most of the
league play, the maroon and
white tide of UPS meets Seattle
University in Seattle on April
30 for two games, and Portland
University in a home contest on
May 8. Following the Portland
University tussel, the Evergreen
Conference playoff begins on May
14 and 15 at Whitworth College.
With a schedule of over 20
games, coach Magee's crew is
going to be a busy group of
glove men. Plus over half of these
games will be played here at
UPS, which offers the student
body a chance to support and enfor the five songleader positions
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NOBLE (Cont.)

PARDON MY OPINION
Do you think the A&L proposal shou'd be passed?

J

Susan Featherston, freshman, Hawaii: It's a pretty

good idea. I prefer it much better than the other
way.

Bob Butterworth, freshman, Tacoma: Yes, I'm for

it all the way. We need more culture on campus.

Lesli Hudelson, freshman, Cordova, Alaska:

I think

it's a good idea. We need it.

Jim Reuter, junior, Tacoma: I'm for it. It would be

nice to see some talent on this campus at a reasonable price.

Gail Keith, senior, Olympia: For students who go

here full time it's fine, but I'm not here for entertainment. I'm here for an education.

John Anderson, senior, Seattle: I think it's a hell of

a good idea. I would like to see some decent entertainment around campus such as the JimBoJon Trio.

UPS Grad Is
College Dean
Dr. Marcia Edwards, a Summa
Cum Laude graduate of CPS in
1925, is currently Associate Dean
of the College of Education at the
University of Minnesota where
she earned her advanced degrees.
She was named "Alumnus of the
Month" by CPS in January 1958
and was the first woman to be
so honored.

After earning a B.A. degree in
English from CPS she received
her M.A. in Educational Psychology in Minnesota. Her PhD
thesis, "The Schools," earned her
degrees in 1935. In 1953 CPS
gave her an honorary Doctor of
Science in Education degree.
She worked up to an administrative position by starting as an
instructor for education psychology in 1933, and from there to an
associate professor in 1940. She
has appeared in Who's Who in
America since 1962.

Bull Sessions Are
No Different Now
DAVIS, Calif. (CUS) Bull sessions among college
students haven't changed
much in the past 30 years.
Students participating in this
hallowed and time-hdnored
pursuit still spend two-thirds
of their time chatting about
dating problems, or what to
do over the next vacation period, or that obnoxious purple
sweater worn by a roommate.
The similarity between the racoon-coated generation and the
white-levied generation was found
by two University of California
Davis sociologists, Kenneth Kammeyer and Charles Bolton. In a
project relating the content of
current malt shop and dormitory
talk to findings reported by other
researchers three decades ago,
the men found that at least this
aspect of college life hasn't been
changed substantially by computers and multiversities.
The study also found that 20
per cent of bull session topics relate to campus activities and less
than 10 per cent pertain to intellectual matters such as politics,
religion and economics.
There was a young girl from St.
Paul,
Who went to a newspaper ball,
Her dress caught fire
And burned her entire
Front page, sports section and all.

Do all in my power to encourage students to recognize that
they have rights as well as
duties.
Get rid of that sickening nickname "Little Harvard." No
other self respecting University
in the United States wants to
be a Harvard. So why should
we? Remember, if we are ever
to command respect in the
scholastic world we must be
proud of ourselves as we are,
not as we hope to be.
Definitely, according to the situation I would either request, demand, negotiate, or harass.
Trite but true: we're going to
inherit the world, and too soon
for most of us. Amazingly enough
college students are inheriting
the world NOW. Our protest, approval, and interest is a definite force in public opinion. We
are getting closer and closer to
the democratic ideal: intellectual
analysis of a problem and then
active involvement. That's why
the Public Affairs Forum is so
necessary - it offers enlightenment and opportunity for involvement. Controversy and debate are
valuable assets to a campus, and
so I plan to continue this, support it, and encourage topics of
immediate social concern.
The only obligation I have is
to the students of this school,
and this obligation is to give them
the best. I am running free from
committments; people support me
because they know that the positions of power will be filled by
responsible, qualified individuals.
The only payment my campaign
managers are getting is knowing
that they are helping their school.
Qualifications and responsibility
will be my guides in appointments.
The College of Puget Sound
was a four-year machine with
each class typified and rigid.
The University of Puget Sound
is a continuing house of learning
with each class diversified and
in flux. The class officer system
was an outdated carryover from
the college. Now we need senators, not officers; representation,
not organization.
Sports and spirit go hand in
hand. The steps taken this year
are a concrete sign of pride in
UPS, and I definitely encourage
them. If handled correctly, these
new tools will turn out a better
product next year. I think most
of the students feel this way; next
year all of them should.

BLANK Cont.)
during the week would help relieve the monotony.
The current election procedure has served UPS sufficiently for the past four years.
However, certain minor changes
could be considered such as increased campaign funds.
I believe the publication committee has strayed from its purpose as stated in the Constitution which is "to aid the editors
of the official publications in the
formation of their policies." The
poor state of communications between the publication tommittee
is the largest factor in this straying.
Yes.

Top 5% On
Dean's List
UPS students on the Dean's
Honor List for fall semester,
1964-65, include the top 5%
of the total enrollment. Of
the 1433 students attending
UPS, 71 are listed on this list,
which includes all students
with a 3.71 grade point average or above.
They are: Robin R. Bloms, Steven G. Bradley, Lynda J. Cook,
Gary C. Dyer, Jacqueline M.
Hasz, Laurence M. Johnson, Rita
M. Kunsing, Fred K. Loffer, Marcia E. MacKellar, Victor A. Nelson, Sharon K. Peck, Maxine B.
Peterson, Lu Ann Ritchie, Robert D. Smith, Larry D. Smyth,
Thomas E. Spring Leonard K.
Stalker, Patricia A. Thompson,
Gary E. Wilson, David L. Johnson, Janet L. McLellan, Ardith
P. Oldridge, Mary A. Fletcher,
Alexander Krumins.
JoEllen Prentice, Darlene J.
Billett, Susan G. Ferguson, Verna
M. Peterson, Carole Schick, David C. Erickson, Gayle Hudgins,
Alan D. Kitchel, Robert G. Murphy, Gracia Alkema, Robert E.
Hamlin, Bruce H. Platt, Carrel
Ramsey, Ann Skinner, John L.
McKay, Irene T. Saito, Karen D.
Streich, Maureen G. Finley, Richard Klein, Jeffrey F. Hale, Frank
C. Moore, Philip Nausid, Carl D.
Riesenweber, Mary E. Sand, Nancy L. Skinner.
Suzanne E. Wilcox. Donald J.
Wingard, Jon G. Shotwell, John
M. Finney, Kay Hatfield, James
W. Lindsay, Diana Rippeon, Patricia Sellin, Candice Ackerman,
Diane Garland, Janice 0. Gilmore, Roberta Falconer, Sylvia
M. Gylland, Catherine E. Hunt,
Foster E. Leonhardt, Janet A.
O'Farrell, Sally A. Stangell, Janet
E. Whitehead, Ronald A. Nelson,
Judy J. Nichols, Barbara Nygren.
and Patricia A. Styrwold.

LeVEQUE Cont.)
Of course, this is one major
duty of the president. Here again
the use of communication is important. The office of the presi-

dent should be used effectively
in transmitting student problems
to the administration. I would
use the campus newspaper to
strengthen the voice of student
opinion in areas of discontent..--This Forum is a step forward
reflecting the progressive atmosphere at our university. I would
thoroughly encourage its continuation. We can benefit from its
early mistakes to a point where
it could have a major impact upon
our campus and community.
Appointive positions must be
made on the word of outgoing
chairmen and on the record of
previous experience.
First, this initiative only
eliminates three class officers,
the freshman positions remain the
same. I am completely in favor
of this senator proposal. It is,
however, quite inadequate in its
present form. The initiative merely states that there be a class
senator replacing the three class
presidents. No consideration is
made for his duties or responsibilities to his class or the school.
As president I would back a
measure to insure the formation
of class councils (for greater
representation) and to have each
senator adopt at least one project
to be completed during his term
in office. This would make the
senator much more effective.
These activities in conjunction with those or other groups
this year have increased our
school pride immeasurably. The
outlook is even far better for
next year!
You must elect a man who will
devote enough time to the maintenance of a greater image on all
fields of competition. This I will

do!

Employment Guide
MULLEN (Cont.)
Now in Library
The Library has just received
the Summer Employment Directory. The book lists over 40,000
jobs with details such as types of
employees required, skills and
experience, pay, length of employment, and job location.
The Directory issued in December of each year and is available in the Reference Room of the
Library.

We
Goofed!
DR. ROGERS:
WE'RE SORRY THAT WE
DEMOTED YOU FROM THE
HIGH - PAYING OFFICE OF
HEAD OF THE MUSIC DEPARTMENT. PLEASE FORGIVE US.
AMEN

has been brought to my attention
that if there were at least two
publications there would be greater interest in the issues. Also, I
would like to suggest to the English department that outstanding
papers written by the students
would be submitted to Cross Currents for screening and publication. I do not feel the TraiL
should have an advisor because
that Trail should remain independent of outside restrictions.
I think Cheryl has done a good
job this year without an advisor,
and I see no reason for change.

STEVt'S
5238 South Tacoma Way
GReenfield 2-4471
Tacoma, Washington
FACILITIES FOR COLLEGE
PARTIES, BANQUETS
GR 2-4472 for Information

